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a b s t r a c t
Device heterogeneity in wireless sensor networks is rendering such networks increasingly
difficult to program. To address this problem, we present Servilla, a novel middleware
that enables applications to be both platform-independent and efficient despite executing
over a diverse and dynamic set of devices. It achieves this by using service-oriented
computing and requiring all platform-specific functionality be encapsulated behind
services,which are dynamically discovered by applications. Novel forms of service bindings
and invocation semantics enable flexible yet energy-efficient in-network collaboration
among heterogeneous devices. To support a wide range of devices, Servilla introduces the
concept of middleware asymmetry, enabling resource-constrained devices to only provide
services that can be leveraged by more powerful devices running applications. Servilla
has been implemented and evaluated on two disparate hardware platforms, the Imote2
and TelosB. Microbenchmarks demonstrate Servilla’s feasibility while a structural health
monitoring application case study demonstrates its efficacy.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [1] are evolving into heterogeneous systems due to the continuous development
and deployment of new devices. This is beneficial because heterogeneous WSNs can potentially provide higher levels of
computational power, network densities and lifetimes. For example, networks consisting of just powerful devices like the
Imote2 [2] can perform complex data analysis operations but cannot be deployed in large numbers or run for long periods
of time due to cost and energy constraints. On the other hand, networks consisting of just weak devices like the TelosB [3]
can be deployed in large numbers for long intervals, but cannot perform complex operations. By integrating a diverse set
of devices, heterogeneous WSNs can performmore sophisticated operations over a larger region and longer interval than is
possible with homogeneous WSNs.
Despite the benefits, network heterogeneity presents a formidable problem for application developers. Traditionally,
developers would hand-tune applications for a particular hardware platform to maximize energy and memory efficiency.
This was possible since most WSNs at the time were homogeneous. Unfortunately this approach is no longer feasible
with WSNs becoming heterogeneous. Instead, applications should be written in a platform-independent manner and the
challenge is how to enable applications to be both platform-independent and efficient.
This paper presents Servilla, a middleware that facilitates application development in heterogeneous WSNs by enabling
applications to be both platform-independent and efficient. Servilla provides a coordinationmodel based on Service-oriented
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computing (SOC) [4], which consists of service consumers and providers that are automatically matched by the system,
enabling consumers to invoke the services. Servilla uses SOC to decouple platform-specific code from platform-independent
applications. This is done by structuring applications as platform-independent tasks (consumers) that are dynamically
bound to platform-specific services (providers). Servilla enables tasks to seamlessly invoke services in a uniform manner
regardless of whether they are local or remote and the types of devices providing them. This facilitates typical WSN
applications like environmental monitoring and target tracking which involve platform-specific aspects like sensing and
platform-independent aspects like application logic. When using Servilla, application development is simplified because
all platform-specific functionalities are hidden behind services that are dynamically bound to the application. Energy and
memory efficiencies are maintained since services are natively implemented and can be optimized in platform-specific
ways.
Servilla enables for the first time in-network collaboration between heterogeneousWSNdevices via service provisioning.
Achieving this is non-trivial due to the dynamic and resource-constrained nature of these networks. Servilla provides new
forms of service bindings and invocation semantics to maximize efficiency. For example, two new forms of invocation,
periodic and event-based, are introduced to increase energy efficiency by allowing high-power nodes to offload continuous
but non-computationally-intensive duties like sensor monitoring onto low-power nodes. In addition, Servilla introduces
specialized service specification and task programming languages that are sufficiently expressive but extremely lightweight
so they can be used in the memory confines of weak WSN devices. Finally, to enable support for a wider range of devices,
Servilla introduces middleware asymmetry in which different devices implement different portions of the middleware, but
can still collectively operate as a single system.
SOC has long been used on the Internet and has even been explored in the context ofWSNs. Two systems in particular are
TinyWeb Services (TWS) [5] and PhyNetTM [6]. TWS implements an HTTP server on each device and enables applications to
invoke services using HTTP requests. PhyNetTM provides a central gateway that exposes WSN capabilities as web services.
Unlike these systems, which treat the WSN as a data source for applications residing outside of the network, Servilla takes
the SOC programming model inside a WSN. It exploits SOC to separate application-level platform-independent logic from
the low-level software components that access platform-specific capabilities. Furthermore, by allowing application logic to
execute inside a WSN, higher levels of efficiency are obtainable via in-network processing [7]. For example, in a structural
health monitoring application, a low-power device may use a simple threshold-based algorithm to detect potentially
damage-inducing shocks, and only activatemore powerful devices that perform the complex damage localization operations
when necessary [8]. Or in a surveillance application, low-power devices may sense vibrations from an intruder and activate
more powerful devices with cameras [9]. The ability to support collaboration among heterogeneous devices inside aWSN is
a key feature that distinguishes this work from other SOC middleware for WSNs.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents Servilla’s programming model. Section 3 presents
Servilla’s programming languages. Section 4 presents Servilla’s middleware architecture and implementation. Section 5
presents an empirical evaluation on two sensor platforms that differ radically in terms of resources. Section 6 evaluates the
efficacy of Servilla by using it to implement a structural health monitoring application. Section 7 presents related work. The
conclusions appear in Section 8.
2. Programming model
An overview of aWSN using Servilla is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of devices, tasks, and services. A key feature and novelty
of Servilla is its support for service provisioning inside the WSN. That is, both the service consumers (tasks) and service
providers (devices) reside within the WSN and all aspects of service provisioning like service discovery, matching, and
binding are performed by theWSN nodes. The ability to bring SOC withinWSNs requires overcoming significant challenges
like limited resources, but enhances system flexibility due to the decoupling of service consumers and providers and enables
higher degrees of efficiency via in-network processing.
Servilla is meant for applications that run in heterogeneous WSNs with multiple classes of devices. Typical applications
are long-lived, widespread, and involvemany different tasks of varying complexity. They are written once and continuously
used despite changes in the underlying hardware. For example, environmental monitoring and target tracking applications
are long-lived and usually involve both simple and complex tasks. Simple tasks like sensing are usually widespread and
performed by every node, while complex tasks like data analysis are only performed by a few more capable nodes. By
integrating both resource-poor and rich devices, Servilla provides an ideal platform for building these types of applications.
Specifically, resource-poor devices are less costly and more energy efficient meaning they can be deployed in greater
numbers at higher densities and can run a larger percentage of the time. Meanwhile, resource-rich devices are more
expensive and limited in quantity and energy, but offer higher computational power and advanced sensing capabilities.
Applications are implemented as tasks, which are platform-independent processes that contain code, state, and service
specifications. Their platform-independence prevents them from containing instructions that access platform-specific
functionalities like sensing. Instead, these functionalities are accessed as services through a service provisioning framework
that takes a task’s service specifications, finds services that match them, and enables the task to invoke the service. The
service specifications describe both the service’s functional and nonfunctional properties like energy efficiency. This enables
some flexibility in selecting a provider. For example, an environmental monitoring application can use the nonfunctional
properties to bind to the most energy-efficient sensors available.
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Fig. 1. Servilla targets heterogeneousWSNs inwhichdifferent classes of devices provide services that are used by application tasks either locally or remotely.
Services are platform-specific while tasks are platform independent.
The platform-independent nature of tasks enable them to be installed on nodes even if they differ in hardware. This is
useful when the network needs to be reprogrammed since the reprogramming can be done irrespectively of the hardware.
For example, a wildfire tracking application may need to reconfigure its software due to changes in the fire’s location [10].
Another example is amedical patientmonitoring application inwhich a task is executing on amobile patient andmust adapt
to a patient’s movements. Task mobility results in the introduction of novel service binding semantics that are described
later in this section.
Services expose platform-specific capabilities, are implemented natively, and can thus be fine-tuned for maximum
efficiency. Since services reflect platform-specific properties, they are not ‘‘created’’ but are introduced into the network
along with the node that provides them. There is only one ‘‘copy’’ of a service per platform-specific capability. However,
multiple tasksmay access the same service concurrently. Services provide a description that is comparable to a task’s service
specifications. Amatch indicates that the service fulfills a task’s requirement and canbeusedby the task to performplatform-
specific operations. Services can maintain state, provide multiple methods, and have their own thread of control, enabling
them to operate in parallel with tasks. This results higher degrees of concurrency and efficiency. For example, in a structural
health monitoring application, a service provided by a low-power device can continuously monitor an accelerometer and
set a flag if the vibrations exceed a threshold. Using this service, a task executing on a more powerful device can remain
asleep and only periodically check for potential damage.
The mechanism by which tasks communicate is not shown in Fig. 1 since service provisioning is the focus and main
contribution of this work. Tasks communicate via localized tuple spaces [11]. Specifically, each node maintains a separate
tuple space that is accessible to tasks that reside both locally and remotely. Tuple space coordination facilitates decoupled
communication, allowing better adaptation to a changing network and task mobility. They serve as a flexible means of
communication between application tasks and are orthogonal to service provisioning.
Tasks remain platform-independent by delegating all platform-specific operations to services. There are two essential
steps for this to occur: binding and invocation. The remainder of this section discusses each of these steps.
2.1. Service binding
Service binding consists of three-steps: discovery, matching, and selection. Discovery involves finding available services.
Inmost traditional SOC frameworks, this is done by querying a central service registry. Unfortunately, this is not appropriate
in WSNs. First, most WSN devices operate on batteries meaning accessing a distant registry may unacceptably reduce
network lifetime. Second, the spatial aspects of WSNs are relevant since closer services are usually preferred, e.g., if a task
wants to know the temperature, it usuallywants to know the local temperature rather than a distant location’s temperature.
Third, WSNs are ad hoc meaning wireless links are transient and opportunistically formed. Thus, maintaining a route to a
centralized registry may be impossible due to unreliable connectivity. For these reasons, Servilla is optimized for localized
coordination that does not rely on a centralized service registry. Instead, each device has its own registry containing only a
localized view of available services.
During the service discovery process, the local registry is first checked for a match. If no match is found, neighboring
devices are checked. This increases a network’s flexibility by allowing tasks to run on devices that do not fully satisfy the
service requirements, sincemissing services can be provided by neighboring devices. Furthermore, net energy savings can be
attained by allowing high-power devices to use low-power ones, enabling the high-power devices to remain asleep longer.
Servicematching involves finding a service that fulfills a task’s requirements. Thematching processmust be flexible since
the service and tasks are usually developed separately. Yet it must be semantically correct to ensure that the service behaves
in a predictable manner. A service is minimally described by its interface. Ideally, for maximum flexibility, the names of the
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Table 1
Various service binding semantics and when they should be used.
Eager Lazy
Persistent Immediate and frequent Eventual frequent invocation of a
invocation of a particular particular service without initially
service knowing which
Transient Immediate but infrequent Eventual infrequent invocation of
invocation of any matching any matching service
service
methods, the order, number, and types of their parameters, and the return types should not require an exact match for
service binding. To achieve this, large amounts of meta-data must be included in the specification to describe the method
names, input parameters, and return values. Furthermore, a powerful translation mechanism must be provided to ensure
compatibility between the service and task. Unfortunately, such a system would consume more computational resources
than are available on many WSN devices. To account for this, Servilla compromises by simplifying the specifications and
dividing them into functional and nonfunctional properties. Functional properties include the interface and require an
exact match. Nonfunctional properties describe attributes like power consumption and do not require an exact match. For
example, suppose a FFT-calculating service has a nonfunctional attribute specifying that it is version 5. Such a service can be
bound to a task that specifies that it requires at least version 4. By enforcing an exact match between functional properties
and an inexactmatch between nonfunctional ones, Servilla provides flexibilitywhen binding serviceswhile stillmaintaining
correct matching semantics and resource requirements that can be met by WSNs.
Once a matching service is found, the binding process is completed by selecting it. Selection consists of informing the
task of the chosen service and is accomplished by saving the provider’s network address in the task’s state. Once saved, the
task accesses the service by invoking it. Note that this address is hidden from the application developerwho is able to invoke
the service based on its name, a process that is described later in this section. Also note that the selection of a service is done
without regard to the number of other tasks bound to it since multiple tasks may share a single service.
2.2. Novel binding semantics
Servilla tailors the SOC programmingmodel toWSNs by introducing new binding semantics. This is necessary because of
the resource scarcity and dynamics present in most WSNs. Specifically, service bindings may be eager or lazy, and persistent
or transient. Each of the four combinations specify different binding semantics and are useful in different scenarios that are
summarized in Table 1. The eager/lazy attribute controls howquickly Servilla performs service discovery after the task issues
a bind request. If eager, the discovery process is initiated immediately. If lazy, the process is initiated upon first invocation.
Eager binding is faster but may result in needless service discovery if the service is not invoked for a long period of time,
especially if the wireless link to the service provider breaks between the time of service discovery and invocation. Lazy
binding does not incur any overhead until the service is first invoked, but at the cost of higher initial latency due to the need
to perform service discovery.
In most circumstances, eager binding is used since an application usually needs to invoke a service immediately after
binding to it. However, in some situations, lazy binding is preferred. For example, suppose a script binds to a service, but
then migrates onto a different node before it first invokes the service. In this case, eager binding may result in a suboptimal
service being selected since it was chosen based on the original location of the task. Lazy binding is preferred in this situation
since the service will not be discovered and bound until the script has arrived at the new node and actually needs to invoke
the service.
The persistent/transient attribute specifies what happens after a service is invoked or a task migrates. If persistent, the
service remains bound until it is broken due to network disconnection, node unavailability, or an explicit unbind operation
executed by the task. If transient, the service is unbound after being invoked or the task moves. Persistent bindings enable
tasks to invoke the same service multiple times and are especially useful if the service must be invoked frequently since
they do not require that the service be rediscovered and rebound prior to each invocation. In contrast, transient bindings
are unbound after each invocation, freeing memory resources. They are useful for one-time or infrequent invocations.
2.3. Service invocation
Service invocations are the means by which services are executed. Servilla offers three forms of service invocation: on-
demand, periodic and event-based. On-demand invocations are the simplest and are analogous to remote procedure calls
(RPCs) [12]. They are the form offered by most traditional SOC systems that operate on the Internet. To perform an on-
demand service invocation, the task sends a message to the provider containing the specification of which service to invoke
and any necessary input parameters. Upon receiving this message, the provider executes the service and sends a reply
containing the results of the invocation to the task. This form of service invocationmust be re-issued by the task each time it
requires the service to be executed. Upon receiving the invocation request, the service is immediately executed. The service
is not executed unless a service invocation request is received, thus the name ‘‘on-demand.’’
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Fig. 2. A specification describing an FFT service.
The other two forms of service invocation, periodic and event-based, aremotivated by the fact that on-demand invocations
can be optimized in certain situations common to WSN applications. Specifically, many WSN applications like habitat
monitoring require the same service to be repeatedly invoked using the same set of parameters for extended periods of
time. In this situation, requiring the task to resend the message initiating the invocation each time it needs the service to be
executed, as is the casewith on-demand invocations, is not energy-efficient. For this reason, Servilla introduces periodic and
event-based forms of service invocation. These two forms of service invocation enable the provider to automatically execute
the service for a consumer. This is done by requiring the task to specify the period atwhich it needs the service executed. The
provider will then execute the task at the specified period. Periodic and event-based invocations differ in terms of results
delivery. Periodic invocations send every invocation result back to the consumer whereas event-based invocations only
send ‘‘interesting’’ results. For example, a service that monitors the accelerometer may consider the results of an invocation
interesting if the recent acceleration readings exceed a certain threshold. In the current model, the service itself determines
whether the results of invoking it is interesting. An alternative is to enable the consumer to specifywhich results it considers
interesting, perhaps through predefined parameters or the use of mobile code. Both forms of invocations are more energy
efficient since they do not require the consumer to send the provider amessage each time the service is invoked. Event-based
service invocations are even more efficient than periodic invocations since they eliminate needlessly sending uninteresting
results back to the consumer task.
Since the task and servicemay be located on different devices, the service invocation processmay fail, e.g., due tomessage
loss. To account for this, Servilla provides amechanism that notifies a taskwhen andwhy an invocation fails. This is necessary
because service invocationsmay fail inmanyways depending onwhether the service is local or remote, and tasksmaywant
to handle various error conditions differently. For example, local invocations may fail because the service is busy, in which
case the task may try again later, while remote invocations may fail due to disconnection, in which case the task may want
to abort and switch to a different provider.
3. Programming language
Servilla provides two light-weight programming languages to support service provisioning in WSNs. The first,
ServillaSpec, is used to create service specifications and descriptions that enable flexible matching between tasks and
services. The second, ServillaScript, is used to create tasks and is compiled into bytecode that runs on a virtual machine,
which is used to ensure platform-independence. Services are implemented in NesC [13] and compiled into native binary
code for runtime efficiency. Each of Servilla’s languages is now described.
3.1. ServillaSpec
The simplest specification language must include the service’s name and a sequence of methods. While this is sufficient,
it requires an exact match. This lack of flexibility can lead to unexpected mismatches since services and tasks are usually
developed separately. A more flexible language that enables specifications to match in an inexact manner is thus necessary.
Alternatively, a very expressive language like those used on the Internet can be used. One example is the web services
description language (WSDL) [14]. WSDL is written in XML, is highly flexible, and can fully describe any arbitrary service.
This enables extremely flexible matching but requires a complex interpreter that consumes more memory than is available
on many WSN devices [5].
To address the aforementioned problems, ServillaSpec is used to describe services in Servilla. To support resource-
constrained devices, the language must be compact and should not require an overly complex matching algorithm.
ServillaSpec balances service matching flexibility and overhead by using concise syntax and limiting the types of properties
that can be included in a service specification. An example is shown in Fig. 2. The first line specifies the service’s name. It
is followed by three-line segments specifying the name, input parameters, and output results of a method provided by the
service. The remainder of the specification is a list of attributes that specify nonfunctional properties of the service. They
enable flexibility in matching by defining a name, relation, and value. Possible relations include<,>,<=,>=, and=. For
example, using attributes a task can require a floating point FFT service that consumes at most 50 mW. Such a specification
would match a service whose description is shown in Fig. 2.
ServillaSpec achieves flexibility in two ways. First, the number of attributes and methods provided by the service need
not match the number provided by the task. A match will occur as long as each attribute and method specified by the task
is satisfied by an attribute or method provided by the service. That is, the task specification can be satisfied by a subset
of the service’s specification. A service may have more attributes and methods than is necessary for a match to occur.
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Fig. 3. Possible ambiguity: Does attribute error modify the latency attribute or the readx output?
Fig. 4. ServiceSpec specifications are extensible using the import keyword.
Second, attributes contain relations that enable inexact matches. For example, the application developer may specify an
attribute with a minimal value while a matching service may have a value that is greater than this minimum. The above
two characteristics enable flexible matching between application tasks and services that have non-identical specifications,
which is essential in a dynamic and heterogeneous WSN.
Servilla relies on a globally defined vocabulary that specifies the meaning of each attribute. This ensures no confusion
regarding, for example, the meaning of ‘‘MaxSamples’’ in the specification shown in Fig. 2. Servilla also requires that there
be a globally defined manual that specifies the meaning of each unique service signature, which consists of the name and
method properties. For example, by looking up the signature of the specification defined in Fig. 2, the programmer will
learn three things: (1) the service performs a FFT and one of its methods does the FFT on an array of real values, (2) the
input parameters specify the FFT direction, number of samples, and the samples on which to perform the FFT, respectively,
and (3) the output is the result of the FFT. If the service requires or outputs data with units, the manual must also include
the unit specifications. For example, for a temperature sensing service, the manual must specify whether the output is in
Fahrenheit or Celsius. The service manual is necessary for developers to understand the semantics of the specification’s
signature and, ultimately, whether the service that advertises such a specification meets the needs of the application. Once
the developer decides to use a certain specification, the matching between service specifications and script specifications is
done automatically.
By limiting the property types to be only the five shown in Fig. 2 (i.e., name, method, input, output, and attribute),
and arranging them to always be in the same order, the specification can be greatly compressed. For example, since the
service’s name property always appears first, the property’s identifier, name, can be omitted. Thus, the name property in the
specification shown in Fig. 2 can be compressed to just 4 bytes, ‘‘fft’’ followed by a null terminator. This compression saves
memory and enables greater matching efficiency.
When creating a service specification, care must be taken when including attributes to prevent ambiguity. For example,
consider the service specification shown in Fig. 3. The specification describes a service that provides an acceleration reading
along the x-axis. There are two attributes, latency and error. The ambiguity arises regarding whether the error attribute
modifies the latency, or the output of method readx. To prevent this ambiguity, the name of the attribute must clearly
indicate what is being modified. For example, instead of ‘‘Error,’’ it should be renamed to ‘‘Error-readx’’ to indicate that it
specifies the maximum error of the acceleration measurement.
Service specifications must be extensible to adapt to new services that become available. A specification can inherit the
properties of an existing specification using keyword import and override any of the inherited properties. For example,
suppose a new FFT algorithm is implemented. A service that provides this new FFT algorithm can advertise the specification
shown in Fig. 4. Assuming the specification shown in Fig. 2 is saved in a file called ‘‘fft-v5,’’ this new specification will be
identical except its version attribute will have a value of 6. Note that all properties including the optional attributes are
inherited. This ensures that all children specifications are at least as well specified as the parent.
While the ServillaSpec language does provide a mechanism for achieving some degree of flexibility when determining
a match between two specifications, in the form of attributes, the supporting middleware can enhance this flexibility by
providing simple translation services. For example, suppose a task requires the temperature in Fahrenheit but the only
temperature sensing services in range provide the temperature in Celsius. If the middleware could provide a translation
service that automatically converts the output of the services to Fahrenheit, amatch could be established. Another possibility
is for the middleware to automatically build composite services that fulfill a task’s requirement where each individual
service does not. An example is a task that requires a light sensing service that covers both the visible and invisible light
spectrum, but the only services that are available provide one or the other. There is a large body of work related to service
composition [15]. These efforts can be incorporated into the Servilla middleware framework to enhance the flexibility of
service matching.
3.2. ServillaScript
ServillaScript is used to create application tasks. Its syntax is similar to other high level languages but with extensions
for supporting service provisioning. Fig. 5 shows an example task that periodically takes the acceleration reading and sends
it to the base station. It declares the name of the file containing the specification of the required service on line 2. The task
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Fig. 5. A task that invokes an accelerometer-sensing service 10 times.
Fig. 6. The uses keyword allows a script to use multiple services that have the same specification.
initiates the service binding process on line 7 and invokes the service ten times on line 9, each time sending the results to
the base station on line 10. The task ends by unbinding from the service on line 12.
All tasks beginwith a declaration of the services required. This is done using theuses keyword, which specifies the names
of the files containing the required service specifications. The same name is also used in the task’s body to refer to the service
during the binding, invoking, and unbinding operations. The uses keyword does not create a service, but rather indicates to
the system which services are needed by the task. The system is responsible for finding the services and enabling the task
to access them. To bind to multiple services with the same specification, a task can use the as keyword. For example, if a
task requires two accelerometer-sensing services, it can use the code shown in Fig. 6. The body of the task can then bind
to and invoke two accelerometer-sensing services, which are referred to as Accel1 and Accel2, separately. Note that there
is no guarantee that the middleware will select two physically different services. In the example above, it is possible for
Accel1 and Accel2 to be bound to the same physical sensor. However, the task may use each service differently in terms of
invocation times and binding semantics.
The syntax for binding to a service is now discussed. An example is shown in Fig. 5 line 7. It consists of the keyword bind
followed by three parameters: the name of the service to bind, the binding semantics, and the number of hops to search.
The first parameter corresponds to the name of the service, whichwas previously declared by the uses keyword. The second
parameter specifies whether the binding should be eager/lazy and persistent/transient. The last parameter controls how
far the service provider can be relative to the task. This is important when considering the overhead of service invocation.
For example, if the task insists on a local service, it can set this value to be zero. Note that this parameter only specifies the
maximumdistance between the service and task, not the exact location of the service. Since precise location is often relevant
in WSNs, this can be specified through attributes within the service specification. For example, a service may advertise
through attributes that it is in location (1,1), and a consumer may include in its specification a region of space that includes
this location like the square formed between locations (0,0) and (2,2).
To check whether a service was successfully bound, the task can call isBound(service name). For example, Fig. 5 line 7
can be followed by if(isBound(Accel)){ . . .} to check the success of the bind operation before it starts to invoke the service.
Another command the task can execute is numHops(service name). This command returns the distance of the service
and allows the task to control the overhead of service invocation. For example, the task can throttle the service invocation
frequency based on the distance to the service.
The actual service invocation is done using one of three keywords, invoke, invokePeriodic and invokeEvent, depending
on the type of invocation being performed. The invoke keyword performs on-demand service invocation. An example usage
is shown in Fig. 5 line 9. Its first parameter specifies the nameof the service being invoked and the second parameter specifies
the method within the service to execute. If the service method requires input parameters, they would be included after the
second parameter of the invoke command. Like bind, invoke is performed synchronously meaning the task blocks until the
invocation completes or fails. The results of the invocation are returned by the invoke command itself.
The invokePeriodic and invokeEvent commands differ slightly from invoke in that they are performed asynchronously
with the task and use a callback function to deliver the results of the service invocation. An example usage of invokePeriodic
is shown in Fig. 7 line 5. The invokeEvent command is used in a similar fashion. Like invoke, the first parameter of
invokePeriodic specifies the name of the service being invoked, and the second parameter specifies the name of themethod
within the service to execute. In addition, invokePeriodic takes two more inputs: the period at which the service should
be invoked and the name of the callback function that should be called each time the results of the service invocation are
received. In the example shown in Fig. 7, the Accel service is invoked periodically every second, and the gotAccel(int)method
is called each time the service is invoked. The execution of gotAccel(int) is analogous to that of an interrupt. Specifically, it
forces the task to pause its current execution and run the invocation callback function. This process is done atomically, i.e., a
script can only run one callback function at a time and each callback function must run to completion before the script may
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Fig. 7. An example usage of invokePeriodic.
Fig. 8. The error keyword specifies an error callback function that is executed when the invocation fails.
Fig. 9. Servilla’s middleware architecture consists of a virtual machine and a service provisioning framework (SPF). The SPF consists of a consumer and
provider.
continue to execute anything else. Note that the parameters of the callback function must match the output of the method
as specified by its service specification. In this case, the parameter consists of a single integer, which matches the output of
method ‘‘readx’’ in the specification shown in Fig. 3. The return value of invokePeriodic and invokeEvent indicates whether
the invocation was successfully started.
The dynamic nature of WSNs result in the possibility that service invocations fail due to wireless disconnection between
the task and service. To handle this, ServillaScript provides the error keyword that can be included in the invoke command.
An example usage is shown in Fig. 8 line 5. The error keyword specifies a callback function that should be called in case
the service invocation fails. In the example shown in Fig. 8, the error callback function is invokeFailed. It can also be used
in the same manner with the invokePeriodic and invokeEvent commands. After the callback function executes, the script
returns to the line following the invocation command. The error keyword enables the application developer to account for
situations where a service provider unexpectedly disconnects during the service invocation process.
This concludes the discussion of Servilla’s programming languages. Servilla provides two languages, ServillaSpec and
ServillaScript, that enable the creation of service specifications and application tasks, respectively. ServillaSpec enables
flexible yet efficient matching between services and tasks. ServillaScript enables platform-independent applications to be
developed that rely on available services to exploit platform-specific functionality and achieve high energy efficiency. The
next section discusses Servilla’s middleware.
4. Middleware
Servilla’s middleware architecture is shown in Fig. 9. It consists of a virtual machine (VM) and a service provisioning
framework (SPF) and runs on individual nodes in the WSN. The VM executes application tasks while the SPF consists of a
consumer (SPF-consumer) that discovers and accesses services, and provider (SPF-provider) that advertises and executes
services. A VM is used because WSN devices contain processors that have non-uniform instruction sets. If a task were
compiled for one WSN device, it may not be able to execute on another device with a different instruction set, violating
the premise that tasks be platform-independent. Instead, tasks are compiled into the VM’s instruction set, which is uniform
across all hardware platforms, ensuring that tasks are platform-independent. In addition, the VM facilitates the dynamic
deployment andmobility of tasks, furthermotivating the need for dynamic service binding and the novel binding semantics.
Any number of VMs for WSNs can be used [16–19,10,20], so long as they can be extended to support services and the SPF.
Specifically, whenever a task performs an operation involving a service, the VM passes the task to the SPF-consumer, which
is described next.
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Fig. 10. The detailed architecture of the service provisioning framework, which runs on individual WSN nodes.
4.1. SPF-consumer
The SPF-consumer is responsible for discovering, matching, and invoking services on behalf of tasks. As shown in Fig. 10,
the SPF-consumer consists of a service finder, binding table, and service scheduler. The service finder is responsible for
finding services that match a task’s specifications and enforcing the binding semantics specified by the application task. It
first searches locally and, if nomatches are found, searches neighboring devices. Note thatwhile this increases the likelihood
of selecting a local service, it does not necessarily select the service that is most energy-efficient. If a task wanted to consider
energy-efficiency in the service selection process, it can include an energy attribute in its service specification, forcing the
SPF-consumer to select a service that meets the energy-efficiency specification. Through this mechanism, energy-efficient
service provisioning can be achieved.
When a provider is selected, its address is stored in the binding table. The binding table maps the task’s service
specification to the provider that will perform the service. It is updated when the service finder discovers a new provider
and when a task explicitly unbinds from a service. A task can query the binding table to determine whether it has access to
a particular service.
The service scheduler carries out the actual invocation. It takes the invocation specifications (e.g., type of invocation)
and input parameters provided by the task, sends them to the provider, and waits for the results to arrive. Once the results
arrive, it passes them to the task, which can then process the results. If the results do not arrive within a certain time, the
service scheduler aborts the operation and notifies the task of the error. In the case of periodic invocations, the service
scheduler monitors the periodic reception of invocation results and alerts the task if a failure has occurred. For event-based
invocations, the service scheduler monitors the continued presence of the provider and notifies the task if the provider is
disconnected while the service is still being invoked.
4.2. SPF-provider
The SPF-provider is responsible for providing and executing services. Its architecture, shown in Fig. 10, consists of
a service registry, matchmaker, remote invocator, and service discovery component. The service registry contains the
specifications of all locally provided services. It may also cache the specifications of services provided by neighboring nodes
that have recently been discovered. This reduces the overhead of remote service discovery by increasing the likelihood
that a matching service be found in the local service registry. Note that each service registry is independent and contains a
different set of services based on what is locally available. This is necessary to limit the overhead of storing andmaintaining
the service registry.
The matchmaker is used to determine whether a service meets the task’s requirements. When the SPF-consumer tries to
find a service, the matchmaker takes the specification provided by the task and compares it to the specification provided by
each service in the service registry. If it finds amatching specification, thematchmaker returns a positive response. Note that
in this architecture, the task’s specification must be sent from the SPF-consumer to the SPF-provider since that is where the
matchmaker is located. Alternatively, the matchmaker can be moved onto the SPF-consumer to reduce the footprint of the
SPF-provider. However, this requires all specifications belonging to all services to be sent to the SPF-consumer for service
matching to be performed, a process that may incur higher communication cost since, in most situations, there are more
services provided than required by a task. Assuming the matchmaker is moved onto the SPF-consumer on some devices,
it is possible to encounter a situation in which neither the SPF-consumer nor SPF-provider implement the matchmaker.
In this case, no service matching can occur and the services provided by the SPF-provider are not considered in the service
discovery process. Tominimize the occurrence of this scenario, thematchmaker should be implemented on the SPF-provider
whenever possible.
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Table 2
WSN devices vary widely in computational resources.
TelosB Imote2
Processor 8 MHz 16-bit TI MSP430 13–416 MHz 32-bit Intel PXA271 XScale
Radio IEEE 802.15.4 IEEE 802.15.4
Memory 48 KB Code, 10 KB Data 32 MB Shared
Price $99 $299
When a script invokes a remote service, the SPF-consumer sends the input parameters to the SPF-provider on the device
that provides the service. The remote invocator component within the SPF-provider receives the input parameters and
passes them to the service registry, which executes the service. In the case of periodic and event-based invocations, the
remote invocator performs the periodic execution of the service as specified by the task. Note that the services shown in
Fig. 10 access platform-specific functions like sensor and storage drivers, as well as the network stack for providing services
that require network communication.
4.3. Middleware modularity
While the VM and SPF already enable platform-independent applications, some WSN devices are so weak that they
cannot support both the VM and SPF. Unfortunately, this will likely remain true even as technology improves since cost
considerations ensure the continued used of extremely resource-limited devices. To accommodate this great degree of
device heterogeneity, Servilla’s middleware is modularized and configurable such that a device need not implement every
module. For example, the following are a few of the many ways in which the middleware can be configured. This list is not
complete but rather the most commonly used configurations.
• VM+ SPF. This configuration provides the entire Servilla framework and can only exist on relatively resource-rich devices
like the Imote2 and certain configurations of the mPlatform [21]. It allows application tasks to execute on the device and
invoke both local and remote services.
• VM + SPF-consumer. In this configuration, an application task can execute on a device, but only invoke remote
services because a SPF-provider is not present locally. It frees up a significant amount of resources since it eliminates
half of the SPF and, more significantly, the services that may require complex drivers for accessing platform-specific
hardware. As mentioned previously, depending on resource availability, the SPF-consumer may or may not implement
the matchmaker.
• SPF-provider only. This configuration is especially useful for severely resource-poor devices. While it cannot host
application tasks, it can dedicate all of its resources to providing services. Scripts residing on remote devices may then
invoke these services, enabling even resource-poor devices to participate. The smallest Servilla configuration is this
configuration without a matchmaker.
A detailed analysis of the memory consumed by each configuration is given in Section 5.1. The configuration containing
only the SPF-provider is particularly interesting because it allows resource-weak but energy-efficient devices to provide
services to more powerful devices. This can result in greater overall energy efficiency and increase sensing density while
achieving greater sensing coverage since weak devices are usually less costly and more numerous. The various middleware
configurations enable Servilla to support a wider range of device heterogeneity. In addition, middleware asymmetry does
not complicate application programming since tasks need not knowwhether there is a local SPF-provider. If a task requires
a service, it will be bound either locally or remotely depending on availability.
4.4. Implementation
Servilla has been implemented on TinyOS [22] and two representative hardware platforms shown in Table 2. While the
use of TinyOS limits the range of supported devices, Servilla’s programmingmodel is independent of TinyOS and in the future
Servillamay be ported to otherWSN operating systems. Only two types of nodeswere used due to hardware availability and
the fact that they represent opposite extremes in processing power and energy efficiency among typical WSN devices. The
implementation is divided into two levels as shown in Fig. 11: a lower level consisting of shared components and a higher
level consisting of Servilla’s VM and SPF. This section first discusses the lower level followed by the upper level. It ends with
a discussion of Servilla’s programming languages.
The shared components implement low-level mechanisms needed by most high-level components. The dynamic
memory manager makes more efficient use of memory. This is important because Servilla has several components that
require varying amounts of memory over time, and TinyOS does not support dynamic memory. The dynamic memory
manager provides just enough memory for each higher-level component to complete their function and reclaims the
memorywhen it is no longer needed. It is shared bymost components in Servilla’s middleware, maximizing the flexibility of
memory allocation. To aid in debugging, Servilla provides an error manager that detects and sends summaries of problems
to the base station. The error manager is shared by all other components in Servilla’s middleware.
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Fig. 11. Servilla’s middleware components.
Fig. 12. All services must provide this interface.
Servilla’s VM is based on the one provided by Agilla [10] but modified to support the SPF. Its components are shown in
Fig. 11. UnlikemostWSNVMs, Agilla provides a particularly powerfulmobile agent abstraction inwhich application tasks are
able to explicitly migrate across nodes while maintaining their state. Applications whose structures are static, evolving, and
even mobile can be designed with equal ease and can coexist on the same WSN. The Agilla VM is modified by augmenting
it with a service specification table and service provisioning instructions. When a task performs an operation involving a
service, the VM passes the task to the SPF-consumer.
The SPF is implemented natively using NesC and is divided into two modules, the SPF-consumer and SPF-provider, as
shown in Fig. 11. In the SPF-consumer, the implementation of the service scheduler is simplified by serializing service invo-
cations. This has the added benefit of avoiding saturation of the wireless channel. To increase energy efficiency, the service
finder first searches the local service registry, if one exists, before searching those of one-hop neighbors. Currently, only one-
hop neighbors are supported, the implementation can be extended to support multi-hop service discovery and invocation.
In the SPF-provider, the service registry maintains a list of local services by exploiting TinyOS’ ability to parameterize
interfaces. Every service provides at least one instance of interface service, which is shown in Fig. 12. This is wired to the
service registry using an 8-bit parameter, meaning each node can support up to 256 local services. Currently, the service
registry only records local services. Remote services are discovered on-demand and must be re-discovered each time they
are bound. An enhanced implementation of the service registry would include a cache for storing remote specifications to
reduce wireless transmissions and service discovery latency.
Servilla’s compiler translates tasks and service specifications written in ServillaScript and ServillaSpec into a compact
binary format. The compilers are implemented using a scanner created by JLex [23] and a parser created by CUP [24]. The
parse tree created by CUP is used to generate the binary encoding of scripts and specifications. Servilla’s compilers are able
create compact code. For example, the task shown in Fig. 5 is compiled into 181 bytes of code and 30 bytes of specifications,
and the specification shown in Fig. 2 is compiled into just 64 bytes. Both the Servilla middleware and compiler have been
released as open-source software [25].
5. Evaluation
This section presents empirical measurements of Servilla’s code size and performance overhead on the TelosB [3] and
Imote2 [2] platforms,which varywidely as shown in Table 2. The evaluation consists of twoparts. First, thememory footprint
of the middleware is measured. This determines how well the middleware accommodates nodes with varying amounts of
memory. Second, the efficiency of service discovery and invocation is evaluated. The efficacy of the Servilla programming
model is demonstrated through an application case study in the next section.
5.1. Memory footprint
The asymmetry of Servilla’smiddleware enables an adjustablememory footprintwhich is important because of the range
of memory available across WSN nodes. For example, an Imote2’s 32MB is sufficient to hold the entire Servilla middleware.
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Fig. 13. The code memory footprint of different Servilla configurations on the TelosB platform.
Compiled for the Imote2, the total size without services is a mere 318 KB. This is only about 1% of the total, leaving plenty
of memory for services. In contrast, TelosB devices only have 48 KB of code memory and 10 KB of data memory. This is not
enough to hold the entire Servilla middleware, as shown in Fig. 13. The figure shows the amount of codememory consumed
by three different configurations of Servilla on the TelosB platform. The first configurationwith just the VM consumes 46 KB.
The second configuration with just the SPF-consumer requires 32 KB of which 5 KB is unique. While this configuration is
never used since no tasks can use the SPF-consumer, it illustrates why TelosB nodes cannot include both the VM and the
SPF-consumer. Specifically, the additional 5 KB on top of the 46 KB consumed by the VM exceeds the 48 KB available on
the TelosB node, preventing the TelosB from running both the VM and SPF-consumer. Although TelosB devices do not have
enough memory to hold the entire Servilla middleware, it can support a configuration consisting of just the SPF-provider,
which only consumes 32 KB of memory as shown in Fig. 13. This illustrates how Servilla’s modular architecture enables
increased support of diverse hardware platforms. Note that while in this case the entire middleware may be optimized to
fit on the TelosB, doing so is not a general solution since there will always be situations where there is insufficient memory.
This evaluation is illustrative of how Servilla’s support for middleware asymmetry enables relatively weakWSN devices like
the TelosB to participate.
By allowing weak devices like the TelosB to join and contribute to a WSN as service providers, they can be exploited by
more powerful devices. This is important because weaker devices tend to have higher energy efficiency and lowermonetary
cost, which is the casewith the TelosB relative to the Imote2. As shown in previouswork [26] and our case study presented in
Section 6, effective integration of resource-constrained and resource-rich devices can combine the advantages of pervasive
low-power sensing with high computational ability, enabling complex applications with enhanced energy efficiency.
5.2. Efficiency of service binding
Service binding consists of three parts: discovery, matching, and selection. This study first focuses on discovery followed
by matching and selection. Recall that, in the current implementation, the service finder queries each neighbor individually
for a match. This is because the delivery of the service specifications used in determining a match must be reliable, and
the reliable network interface that Servilla uses does not support wireless broadcasts. To optimize the selection, the service
finder first searches locally before remotely. Since the latency of a local search is negligible, we evaluate the latency of a
remote search.
The latency of a remote search depends on the number of neighbors, the percentage of them that provide a matching
service, and the order in which they are queried. Since each query is executed independently, this study evaluates a single
query. Assuming the matchmaker is on the provider, an Imote2 is used to query a TelosB to determine whether the TelosB
provides a particular service. In this case, the service being queried is FFT and the specification is shown in Fig. 2. It is
compiled into 64 bytes, a breakdown of which is shown in Table 3. Performing a remote search requires the Imote2 to send
the FFT service specification to the TelosB. Due to various bookkeeping variables used in service provisioning, the size of
the querymessage is 72 bytes, and the reply message is 16 bytes. The time between sending the query to receiving a reply is
measured by toggling a general I/O pin before and after the query, and measuring the time using an oscilloscope. Averaged
over 100 trials, the latency and 90% confidence interval of determining whether a remote node has a match is 245.6± 1ms.
This latency is acceptable to many WSN applications, especially since it is done only during the service discovery process.
That is, the cost of service discovery can be amortized over multiple invocations of the same service after it is bound to the
task.
The latency of service binding depends on many factors. They include how many services must be considered before a
match is found, the size and structure of the specifications that are compared, where the services are located, the reliability
of thewireless networkwhen the service discovery process executes, and even the speed of the devices. Sincemany of these
factors are unpredictable, this section analyzes the latency of determining whether two specifications match on the TelosB
and Imote2 platforms.
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Table 3









Average service matching latency when comparing two FFT service specifications.
Device CPU speed (MHz) Bus speed (MHz) Sig. Attr. 1 Attr. 2 Attr. 3 Other Total Units
TelosB 8 8 18 14 24 29 8 92 ms
Imote2 13 13 1569 1421 2642 3272 784 9688 µs
Imote2 104 104 198 180 330 408 94 1209 µs
Imote2 208 208 99 89 165 204 47 604 µs
Imote2 416 208 71 62 113 136 31 413 µs
Fig. 14. The latency of comparing a specification.
To evaluate the efficiency of service matching, the matchmaker is used to compare two copies of FFT, shown in Fig. 2.
This incurs the worst-case latency since every property within the specification must be analyzed and compared. Each
experiment is repeated 20 times on both TelosB and Imote2 platforms running at all possible CPU speeds. The average
latencies are calculated and the results are shown in Table 4.1 The total latency consists of the latencies of comparing the
service specification’s signature plus each of its attributes. The column labeled ‘‘other’’ is the overhead incurred by the
matchmaker between comparing service specification properties. The results indicate that the TelosB takes about 92 ms
to perform a match, while the Imote2 is at least ten times faster depending on the speed setting of the CPU. As expected,
the latency of comparing two specifications depends on the speed and architecture of the processor and is mostly inversely
proportional to the CPU speed, reflecting the CPU-bound nature of the comparison. The only exception is the transition
from a CPU speed of 208 MHz to 416 MHz on the Imote2, in which the processor’s data bus is the bottleneck. In all cases,
the latencies are small compared to the execution times of certain VM instructions. Note that while service matchmaking
does introduce overhead, it is done infrequently relative to service invocation.
To determine how the specification’s size affects matching latency, FFT is compared to versions of itself with one, two,
and all three of its attributes removed. The matching latencies is plotted against their sizes and the results are shown in
Fig. 14. For brevity, only the Imote2 running at 13 MHz is shown — the latencies when the Imote2 is running at higher
CPU frequencies are significantly lower and appear near zero in the figure. The results indicate that the latency is roughly
proportional to its size. It is not exactly proportional because of the additional overhead incurred with the addition of
each attribute, as indicated by the ‘‘other’’ column in Table 4. The results demonstrate the feasibility of performing service
matching on resource-constrained WSN nodes.
1 The confidence intervals are negligible since the experiment runs locally and the measurements exhibit very low variance.
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Fig. 15. The latency of obtaining a service’s binding state.
Table 5
The sizes of the specifications used to evaluate service
invocation.
Spec. Name # of Properties Size (Bytes)
1 FFT 3 64
2 light-tsr 2 46
3 accel-3d 5 85
4 flash_mem 1 34
Table 6
The latency of obtaining the a service’s binding state.
Spec. 1 2 3 4 Units
TelosB 2 13 25 45 ms
13 MHz Imote2 206 1571 3251 6785 µs
104 MHz Imote2 26 196 406 849 µs
208 MHz Imote2 13 98 203 424 µs
416 MHz Imote2 9 67 133 265 µs
5.3. Efficiency of service invocation
Service invocation latency can be divided into three components. The first is the time spent retrieving the binding
state, the second consists of the time spent communicating over the network, and the third is the actual execution of
the service. Among these, only the first two contribute to the overhead of service provisioning since the third simply
executes a service that is natively-implemented. Thus, this section analyzes the latencies associated with first and second
components.
The latency of obtaining a service’s binding state depends on the number of specifications owned by the script, and
their sizes and structure within the specification and binding tables. To measure the latency of obtaining the service
specification’s binding state, the specification and binding tables are loaded with FFT followed by three other specifications
whose properties are summarized in Table 5. The latency of obtaining the binding information of each specification is
measured using the same technique described in Section 5.2, i.e., each experiment is repeated 20 times on both Imote2
and TelosB devices using every CPU frequency supported by the platform’s processor. Like before, since the operations
are local, the variances of the results are negligible and thus omitted. The results, shown in Table 6, indicate that the
latency is very small with the TelosB and Imote2 devices taking up to 45 ms and 6.8 ms, respectively. Fig. 15 shows the
linear relationship between latency versus the number of bytes searched to obtain the service’s binding state. While future
implementations may improve upon this by providing constant-time access using pointers, the results demonstrate the
feasibility service provisioning in WSNs by establishing the minimal overhead of obtaining service binding state on a WSN
node.
The overhead of network communication depends on the amount of data that needs to be sent and the reliability of
the wireless link. To evaluate the overhead associated with network communication, Servilla’s SFP is instrumented with
components that measure the latency of sending a service invocation request to a device that is one hop away and receiving
a response. The remote device is configured to immediately send a results message back upon receiving the request. This
isolates the overhead of network communication by eliminating variability associated with the latencies of executing
different services. Both the request and response contain the minimum amount of information for the SPF to operate.
Specifically, the request consists of a service handle (two bytes), method handle (two bytes) and script ID (two bytes), for a
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total of six bytes, and the response consists of a status field indicating whether the invocation was successful (two bytes),
and a script ID (two bytes), for a total of four bytes. In a normal service invocation, these messages would also include the
input and output parameters of the service. In these experiments, no service is executed and no parameters are passed to
isolate the overhead of network communication and eliminate service-specific overhead.
Network latency is measured by separating two devices, a service consumer (Imote2) and provider (TelosB), by
approximately 0.6m in the lab. The radio power and CPU frequency are left at their default values and no radio duty cycling is
used. Averaged over 40 trials, the average and 95% confidence interval of network latency is 145±1ms. The results exhibited
very low variability due to the ‘‘clean room’’ state provided by the lab. A deployment in a harsh and dynamic environment
will likely result in longer and more variable network latencies. Note that the network latency of service invocation is less
than service discovery since less data need to be transmitted, i.e., the service specification is not transmitted when invoking
a service.
6. Application case study
This section evaluates Servilla using a structural health monitoring [27] application case study. Structural health
monitoring is a general class of WSN applications that involve continuous and real-time evaluation of a structure’s integrity
thereby reducing manual inspection costs while increasing safety. In this case study, the objective is to localize damage in a
structure like a bridge based on accelerometer readings obtained fromaWSN. Previously,WSNs have localized damage using
a homogeneous network of Imote2 devices [8]. The implementation used an algorithm called damage localization assurance
criterion (DLAC), which was written natively using NesC specifically for the Imote2, meaning it is not easily ported to other
platforms and does not exploit the capabilities of other types of devices. This section investigates how the application can be
implemented using Servilla in a manner that improves upon the original by making it platform-independent and increasing
its energy efficiency by exploiting network heterogeneity.
The heterogeneous WSN used in this study consists of TelosB and Imote2 devices. An EasySen SBT80 sensor board is
attached to each TelosB while an ITS400 sensor board is attached to each Imote2. This enables both devices to obtain
acceleration measurements. Unfortunately, the DLAC algorithm can only run on the Imote2 due to insufficient memory
on the TelosB. However, the TelosB can still be used to monitor whether damage is probable based on the ambient vibration
readings. This would enable the Imote2 to remain asleep so long as there is low probability of damage. Ideally, the Imote2
should only be activated to perform the DLAC algorithm when the TelosB detect that the ambient vibration levels exceed
a threshold above which damage is likely to occur. The dual nature of this configuration is common to other applications
like surveillance [9] and is essential for conserving energy and increasing network lifetime. This section examines Servilla’s
ability to facilitate this heterogeneous configuration.
The Servilla implementation relies on two services: AccelTrigger and DLAC. Ambient vibrations are continuously
monitored by AccelTrigger. When the vibrations exceed a certain preset threshold, it sets a flag indicating the high
probability of damage due to the large vibrations. The specification of AccelTrigger is shown in Fig. 16(a). It has three
methods: start, stop, and check. Methods start and stop control when the service monitors the local accelerometer.
Initially when the service is stopped it does not monitor the local accelerometer to save energy. Only after start is called
does the service access the accelerometer. The status of the flag is obtained by invoking check. This method returns 1 if any
of the vibration readings obtained since the service was started have exceeded the threshold, and 0 otherwise. If the check
method is invoked in an event-based manner, the results are considered interesting if a 1 is returned. Both the Imote2 and
TelosB provide AccelTrigger. They differ in their power attribute since the Imote2 consumesmore power than the TelosB
(242 mW vs. 103 mW).
Only the Imote2 provides DLACwhose specification is shown in Fig. 16(c). It contains a single method, find, that takes
no parameters and returns an array of floating-point numbers that are used to localize damage to the bridge [8].
Two versions of the application’s task are shown in Fig. 17. One version, shown in Fig. 17(a), makes use of on-demand
service invocations while the second, shown in Fig. 17(b), makes use of event-based service invocations. Note that the
task that uses event-based invocations can also be used with periodic invocations by modifying lines 11 and 16 to call
invokePeriodic rather than invokeEvent. The first three lines of both versions of the task specify the names of the files
containing the specifications of the required services. The content of AccelTriggerLP is shown in Fig. 16(b), and the
content of DLAC is shown in Fig. 16(c). Notice that AccelTriggerLP matches the TelosB version of the AccelTrigger
service shown in Fig. 16(a) because its power attribute is less than 150 mW. AccelTriggerHP contains the same
specification as AccelTriggerLP except that its power attribute is ≥150 mW, which matches the service provided
by the Imote2. Note that while these service specifications match the power characteristics of platforms specific to this
evaluation, they are still platform-independent in the sense that other platforms may later be introduced that provide
the same service, but with different power consumption properties. Despite these differences in the power consumption
property, the application can use the services provided by these new devices without modification.
The application attempts to reduce energy consumption by preferentially binding to an Acceltrigger service that
consumes less power. It does this by first attempting to bind using the specification within AccelTriggerLP on line 8 of
both versions, before using the specificationwithin AccelTriggerHP on line 13 of both versions. Once an AccelTrigger
service is bound, the two tasks differ in how they invoke the service. The task shown in Fig. 17(a) performs on-demand
service invocation, meaning it must periodically query the service to determine if the acceleration readings are above a
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(a) The specification of serviceAccelTrigger
provided by Imote2 and TelosB devices. The
power attribute specifies the amount of power
the service consumes. It is 242 mW on the
Imote2, and 103 mW on the TelosB.
(b) The specification of a low-power version
of service AccelTrigger, which is provided
by the application task. Its interface is omitted
since it is the same as the one in Fig. 16(a). A
high-power version has attribute power ≥150
mW.
(c) The specification of service DLAC provided by Imote2 devices.
Fig. 16. The services used by the damage localization application.
certain threshold (lines 21-37). If it is, as indicated by a return result of 1, DLAC is invoked and the results are sent to the
base station (lines 39-43). The task shown in Fig. 17(b) performs event-based service invocation,meaning it does not need to
periodically query the service. The key lines of code are 11 and 16 of Fig. 17(b). The lines specify that the ‘‘check’’ method of
the service should be invoked periodically once every second, as indicated by the 1024 parameter, and the nameof the event-
callback function that should be called when ‘‘check’’ returns an interesting result. In this case, the event-callback functions
for the low and high power services are ‘‘lpEvent’’ and ‘‘hpEvent’’, respectively. Both of these callback functions verify that
the return value of the service invocation is one (lines 22 and 29). If it is, the AccelTrigger service is stopped (lines 23
and 30), and the DLAC algorithm is invoked (lines 35-39). Note that another reason why the event call-back functions check
the flag is to enable the task to be easily modified to use periodic invocations, as described above.
To evaluate the benefit of exploiting network heterogeneity on Servilla, the tasks shown in Fig. 17 are executed in two
WSNs: a homogeneous network consisting of an Imote2 device, and a heterogeneous network consisting of an Imote2 and
a TelosB device. In addition, a modified version of the task shown in Fig. 17(b) that uses periodic service invocations is also
used to enable comparisons among all three forms of service invocation. Since the application is written using Servilla, it
is able to run on both types of networks without modification. In all cases, DLAC is executed by the Imote2, meaning the
power consumption of performing damage localization is constant. However, the power consumption of AccelTrigger
varies because Servilla’s service provisioning framework enables an application to exploit more energy-efficient services
when possible in a platform-independent and declarative fashion. Specifically, if TelosB devices are present, the service will
be executed on a TelosB device since its AccelTrigger service consumes less power, otherwise it will be executed on the
Imote2. We compare the power consumption of invoking AccelTrigger in different network configurations and using
different forms of service invocations.
Since invoking AccelTrigger on the TelosB requires a remote invocation, the power depends on the invocation period
and sensing frequency. The invocation period is the time between each invocation of the ‘‘check’’ method, while the sensing
frequency is the rate at which the accelerometer is accessed. If the service is invoked too often, more energy will be spent
on wireless communication. Likewise, if the sensor is accessed very infrequently, the benefits of the TelosB is diminished
since the devices will remain asleep and unused a larger percentage of the time. To determine potential energy savings, the
power draws and latencies of performing various operations are obtained. This is done using a Tektronix TDS 2004B digital
oscilloscope simultaneously measuring the voltage across a high-accuracy resistor placed in parallel with the device, and
the voltage across the device itself. The measurements obtained are shown in Table 7. As expected, the TelosB draws far less
power than the Imote2. In some cases, like idling, it draws several orders of magnitude less power. Note that the Imote2
has two idle powers, one with the sensor board on and another with the sensor board off. This is due to limitations of the
ITS400 driver that prevents the sensor from being turned off between readings. All of the measurements were obtained
when the radio was being operated at a 1% asynchronous duty cycle. While this enables lower idle power it results in longer
communication latencies due to the radio being turned off 99% of the time.
In this case study, the invocation period is varied between 1 and 120 s and sensing frequency is varied between
1 and 14 Hz. The range of invocation periods is selected to be greater than the round-trip communication time of
725 ms + 6.17 ms = 731.17 ms. The selection of 14 Hz as the maximum sensing frequency is to prevent overloading the
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(a) Using on-demand invocation. (b) Using event-based invocations.
Fig. 17. The damage localization application task, which is initially installed on all devices with a VM.
Table 7
Power and latency attributes of TelosB and Imote2
platforms when radio is operating at 1% duty cycle.
Action/state TelosB Imote2 Units
Idle Power (Sensor Off) 0.45 109.7 mW
Idle Power (Sensor On) – 204.83 mW
Sensing 102.9 241.83 mW
Sensing Latency 18.49 2.61 ms
Message Tx Power 51.82 184 mW
Message Tx Latency 725 506 ms
Message Rx Power 57.52 192.91 mW
Message Rx Latency 6.17 14.07 ms
TelosB device, which operates slower than the Imote2. Consider the fastest service invocation period of 1 s. In this case, the
percent utilization of the TelosB dedicated to handling service invocations is given by Eq. (1):





Eq. (1) indicates that handling invocation requests utilizes amaximumof 73.12%of the processor. Thus, sensing can consume
up to 100%− 73.12% = 26.88% of the processor. The processor utilization of sensing is given by Eq. (2):
Sensing Latency
Sensing Period
= 0.01849 · Sensing Frequency. (2)
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(a) On-Demand Service Invocation. (b) Periodic Service Invocation.
(c) Event-Based Service Invocation.
Fig. 18. Percent power savings of heterogeneous vs. homogeneous WSNs.
Setting Eq. (2) to have a maximum value of 26.88% and solving for the sensing frequency derives a maximum sensing
frequency of 14.55 Hz, thus the selection of 14 Hz as the maximum sensing frequency.
The percent reduction in power utilization when using a heterogeneous versus homogeneous network is calculated
using empirical data shown in Table 7 for the three types of service invocation and the range of invocation periods and
sensing frequencies described above. The homogeneous network consists of the Imote2 invoking the service locallywhile the
heterogeneous network consists of the Imote2 invoking the service on the TelosB. All calculations reflect the power savings
when the system is running in steady statemeaning no vibrations exceeding the preset threshold have been detected. This is
reasonable since damage-inducing vibrations are expected to be exceptional and rare. The results are shown in Fig. 18. Note
that for the periodic and event-based invocations shown in Fig. 18(b) and (c), the invocation period is the rate at which the
TelosB invokes itself, not the period inwhich the Imote2 sends the TelosB an invocation request. This is to enable comparison
between the three types of service invocation.
The results show that exploiting network heterogeneity results in a reduction in power consumption under most
circumstances. The only exception is when on-demand service invocations are issued at the fastest period of 1 s and sensing
frequency of 14 Hz. In this case, the heterogeneous network draws 6.8 mWmore power as shown by the negative portion in
Fig. 18(a). In all other configurations, using a heterogeneous network always results in significant gains in energy efficiency.
For example, on-demand and periodic service invocations both converge towards the same reduction in power consumption
of 33%–45% as the invocation period increases, as shown in Fig. 18(a) and (b). They converge because the only difference is
the need for the an invocationmessage to be sent each time the service is invoked in an on-demandmanner. This difference
becomes negligible as the invocation period increases. That is, there is a limit to the amount of energy that can be saved
as the service invocation period increases since it approaches the difference between the energy consumed by the Imote2
versus the TelosB idling and sensing at a constant rate. Note that the energy savings is less when the sensor is accessedmore
rapidly. This is because accessing the sensor more often results in the node being able to idle less, and the difference in the
idle power of the TelosB and Imote2 is greater than the difference in the sensing power.
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(a) Event-based versus on-demand. (b) Event-based versus periodic.
(c) Periodic versus on-demand.
Fig. 19. Relative power savings of different invocation types on heterogeneous WSNs.
Event-based invocations result in an even more significant reduction in power consumption at 87% to 98.9%, as shown
in Fig. 18(c). Event-based invocations result in large reductions in power since they do not require any messages to be sent
during steady state. Thus, the percent reduction in power reflects the difference between the power of the Imote2 versus the
TelosB accessing the sensor. Note that the reduction in power consumption remains constant regardless of the invocation
period because invocations do not involve sending any messages in either direction during steady state.
To understand the relative differences between the various forms of remote invocation in a heterogeneous network, the
reduction in power consumption when selecting different forms of remote invocation is shown in Fig. 19. Fig. 19(a) and (b)
show the percent reduction in power utilization when using event-based invocations relative to on-demand and periodic
invocations. In both cases, event-based invocations result in significant energy savings since messages do not need to be
transmitted so long as no interesting event has been detected. This is reflected by the fact that as the invocation period
decreases, the percent savings increase due to the additional messages being sent in the on-demand and periodic forms of
invocation.
The similarities between Fig. 18(a) and (b) and Fig. 19(a) and (b) may lead one to conclude that there is little difference
between on-demand and perodic invocations in a heterogeneous WSN. To determine the difference between these two
forms of invocation, Fig. 19(c) shows the percent reduction in power draw when performing periodic invocations relative
to on-demand invocations. It shows that there always exists savings, and that the savings increase dramatically as the
invocation period decreases. This makes sense since decreasing the invocation period increases the number of invocations
per unit time. Since periodic invocations do not need an invokemessage to be sent each time the service is invoked, a greater
reduction in energy savings is obtained by using periodic invocations.
This case study demonstrates how Servilla enables platform-independent applications that operate over a heterogeneous
WSN, and how it facilitates in-network collaboration between different types of devices to attain higher energy efficiency.
Moreover, it demonstrates that Servilla enables an application to bind to a more energy-efficient service through service
specification, and that the different forms of service invocation significantly impact the attainable energy savings. Note that
this case studydemonstrated one ofmany implementations of the application. An alternative implementation is to divide the
application into two tasks. One would run on a low-power node and invoke AccelTrigger, while another would run on a
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high-power node and execute DLACwhen the low-power task notifies it of potential damage. This implementation requires
that the low-power node be able to run a VM and SPF, which would exclude the TelosB. Thus, the current implementation
was selected since it enables weak nodes like the TelosB to contribute to the application. This decision is justified by the
results showing how significant energy savings can be achieved in most scenarios by relying on the TelosB to do periodic
sensing during steady state.
7. Related work
SOC is traditionally used on the Internet to enable the seamless integration of distributed and independently-developed
applications. There aremany Internet-based SOC systems including SLP [28], Jini [29], OSGi [30], CORBA [31], Salutation [32],
and Web Services [33]. They enable language-independent communication via technologies like SOAP [34], RPC [12],
DCOM [34], andWCF [35]. Three features distinguish Servilla from these systems. First, it makes SOC lightweight enough to
execute using only the limited resources available on manyWSN devices. Second, it utilizes localized service binding which
is necessary due to limited energy and network bandwidth. Finally, it provides a modular middleware with asymmetric
configurations to support networks with a wider range of devices.
As a topic of interest in the coordination community, muchwork has focused on SOC. For example, new languages enable
formal reasoning about complex service interactions and compositions [36–39]. Calculi is used tomodel sessions andmulti-
party dynamic interactions between service users and providers [40,41]. New ways of specifying quality-of-service and
achieving higher levels of reliability have been proposed [42–46]. SOC has even been used in mobile ad hoc networks [47],
which are similar to WSNs except with more powerful devices. Recently, there has been increased interest in using SOC
in context-aware applications [48–50]. Since WSNs are embedded and able to sense the environment, they are inherently
context-aware. This paper takes the natural next step of applying SOC principles to WSNs.
There are other efforts to bring SOC intoWSNs including TinyWeb Services [5] and PhyNetTM [6]. Both optimize existing
Internet protocols to function under the severe resource constraints of WSNs. Unlike Servilla, they do not enable service
discovery or binding within the WSN itself. Instead, they enable communication between services inside the WSN and
applications outside of the WSN. Servilla is complementary to these efforts; Servilla may leverage these systems to expose
WSN services to applications external to the WSN, while these systems may rely on Servilla to bring the full capabilities of
SOC inside the WSN itself.
Servilla shares similaritieswith otherWSNmiddleware by relying on scripts. Somemiddleware likeMaté [17], ASVM[18],
SwissQM [19], and Agilla [10] use scripts to enable reprogramming. Other systems likeMelete [20] and SensorWare [51] use
scripts to enable multiple applications to share a WSN. All of these systems come with different scripting languages [52–
56]. Unlike these systems, Servilla focuses on challenges due to network heterogeneity and dynamics, and allows scripts to
remain platform-independent while dynamically accessing platform-specific services. Onemiddleware, DVM [16], explores
the similar idea of integrating platform-independent scripts with native services. It features a dynamically extensible virtual
machine in which services can register extensions. While this enables tuning the boundary between interpreted and native
code, DVM does not support flexible matching between scripts and services.
The idea of having a hierarchy of devices within a WSN is promoted by other middleware systems. Tenet [26] promotes
this idea by creating a two-tired WSN in which the lower tier consists of resource-poor devices that can accept tasks from
higher-tier devices. Unlike Servilla, it does not support flexible service discovery and binding between different devices. In
addition, by enabling platform-independent applications and hiding platform-specific functionality behind services, Servilla
supports any number of tiers of hardware devices, not just two tiers as supported by Tenet. SONGS [57] is aWSNmiddleware
that allows users to issue queries that are transformed into graphs of services. These graphs are then mapped onto actual
devices. SONG does not provide flexible service binding among heterogeneous devices.
8. Conclusions
The increasing difficulty of developing applications for heterogeneous and dynamic WSNs demands a new coordination
model. Servilla provides this by introducing a novel service provisioning framework that enables applications to be platform-
independent while still able to access platform-specific capabilities and remaining efficient. New forms of service bindings
and invocations are introduced to tailor the service-oriented computing programmingmodel toWSNs. A specialized service
description language is introduced that enables flexible matching between applications and services, which may reside
on different devices. Servilla provides a modular middleware architecture to enable resource-poor devices to contribute
services, facilitating in-network collaboration among a wide range of devices. The efficiency of Servilla’s implementation is
established viamicrobenchmarks on two representative and highly diverse classes of hardware platforms. The effectiveness
of Servilla’s programming model is demonstrated by a structural health monitoring application case study.
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